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OUR  
HERITAGE

You can’t buy or “invent” heritage, that’s why our history of 
creating iconic machines is the envy of other manufacturers 
and celebrated with such enthusiasm by loyal Kawasaki riders 
the world over. Our hard won reputation for manufacturing 
provocative and distinctive motorcycles creates a positive point 
of difference in a world of uniformity and sets Kawasaki apart.

KawasaKi represents a unique 
engineer ing heritage and a wealth 
of technological expertise combined 
with passion, performance and  
individuality.



GET 
SOME 
KAWASAKI 
STYLE

KawasaKi is a high-performance  
brand with a peerless  
reputation for quality and an  
uncompromising philosophy.

Kawasaki is synonymous with high-performance. Our  
uncompromising brand philosophy has built a peerless  
reputation for quality. That ethos runs through everything 
Kawasaki does, including this outstanding range of high  
quality, fashionable clothing and merchandise. Kawasaki  
products are under constant development. This can be seen  
in the new 2014 leisure range, inspired by the firm’s long 
heritage. The sport range has undergone an extensive  
redesign and the Kawasaki riding gear offering is more 
extensive than ever before. Whether you’re a Kawasaki  
road, sports or MX rider or enthusiast, there’s something  
here for you. Our youngest fans have much to get excited 
about too.
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SIzING INfORMATION:
1: horizontally around body at point where chest is widest.
2: waist (measure area where trouser belt is normally worn).
3:  horizontally across the back. top outer edge of left shoulder to top 

outer edge of right shoulder.

4:  base of neck as it joins shoulders vertically to where it would touch 
trouser belt if worn.

5:  between wrist bone and shoulder where arm joins body measuring 
on the outer part of arm.

6:  inside crotch to ankle bone
7:  outside waist to ankle bone

CLOTHING

sizes xs/s s/m m/l l/xl xl/2xl 2xl/3xl

chest circumstance 86/90 92/96 98/102 104/108 110/114 118/122

waist circumstance 86/90 94/98 102/106 110/114 118/122 126/130

MEN

sizes 2xs/xs xs/s s/m m/l l/xl

chest circumstance 82/86 88/92 94/98 100/104 106/110

waist circumstance 78/82 86/90 92/96 98/102 104/108

WOMEN

sizes 44/56 56/68 68/80 80/92 92/104 104/116 116/140 140/164

chest circumstance 47/52 50/54 54/58 58/62 60/64 64/68 77/81 89/93

CHILDREN

RIDING GEAR
sizes s m l x l 2xl 3xl

chest circumstance 92 96 100 104 108 112

waist circumstance 85 89 93 97 101 105

bottom circumstance 94 98 102 106 110 114

shoulder width 44.5 46 47.5 49 50.5 52

backlength to waist 45.5 46.5 47.5 48.5 49.5 50.5

sleevelength, bent 90° 60 61 62 63 64 65

waist to ankle 93 94 95 96 97 98

crotch-ankle length 74.5 75.5 76.5 77.5 78.5 79.5

SIzING INfORMATION:
a:  from a point at the base of the index finger and thumb to the top of the  

index finger. 
b:  from a point at the base of the index finger and thumb horizontally around 

entire circumference of hand (palm and back of hand).

GLOVES

fOR A fULL LIST Of ALL KAWASAKI CLOTHING, MERCHANDISE 
AND ACCESSORIES GO TO: WWW.KAWASAKI.EU

sizes 2xs xs s m l xl 2xl 3xl

a 11.5 12 12.5 13 13.5 14 14.5 15

b 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25



bringing style and flair to
your recreation and relaxation
the KawasaKi way. taKe our
style with you.

LEISURE
RAnGE

bringing style and flair to
your recreation and relaxation
the KawasaKi way. taKe our
style with you.
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1878 JacKet
The quality and detail that have been a hallmark of Kawasaki products for 
over 125 years can be found in the Est. 1878 navy blue canvas jacket. A 
cotton fleece inner lining keep the heat in and the cold out while a double 
ribbed collar and cuffs provide additional warmth. A front flap secured by 
metal snap buttons provides a windproof layer over the zip. There are also 
two zippered hand-warmer side pockets. An embroidered Kawasaki logo 
on the breast and Est. 1878 detail on the right sleeve provide the finishing 
touches, along with an aluminium label embossed date stamp.

P/N: 224stm0011 to 224stm0016
SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl

1878 sweatshirt

P/N: 072stm0041 to 072stm0046  
SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl

speed sweatshirt
This classic cotton sweatshirt in grey makes a bold ‘Engineered for Speed’ 
declaration on its right sleeve and has a microinjection Kawasaki 1952 
logo on its left breast. Majolica blue contrasting inserts on the sides, 
sleeves, inner front opening and collar reprise the colour of the sleeve 
embroidery. Matt-frosted metallic buttons provide the front closure and 
also secure two patch pockets at the front.

P/N: 072stm0051 to 072stm0056    
SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl

Putting a contemporary twist on a classic garment, this cotton sweatshirt 
jacket in Majolica blue combines warmth with practicality and style. Subtle 
ton sur ton embroidery depicts the Kawasaki logo on the left breast while 
the right has the Est. 1878 legend. Chunky matt-frosted metallic buttons 
secure the front of the sweatshirt and the high-rise collar. Two buttoned 
front patch pockets are a useful addition.

1878 sweatshirt ♀ 
This ladies version of the Est. 1878 Kawasaki sweatshirt is made from 
100% cotton, cut to flatter the feminine figure. It comes in optical white 
with contrasting collar, cuffs and exterior stitching detail in Majolica 
blue. An embroidered Kawasaki Est. 1878 chest logo is applied in two 
complementary colours. Matt-frosted metallic buttons secure the front 
fastening from the waist to the high-rise collar.

P/N: 072stm0061 to 072stm0065     
SIZE: 2xs/xs to l/xl

leisure range 
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h1 JacKet
Kawasaki’s high-performance heritage is celebrated in the H1 windproof 
jacket. The classic Kawasaki logo is discreetly stitched on the left breast 
while the back boasts a highly detailed embroidered rendering of the 
late-1960s/early 1970s H1, the formidable 500cc two-stroke triple that 
cemented Kawasaki’s uncompromising sportsbike reputation. A white 
zipper, piping and ribbed waist and cuffs provide striking contrasting details. 

P/N: 224stm0001 to 224stm0006
SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl

 

1878 sweater
Take the edge off colder days with this 100% cotton Majolica blue 
sweater. Knitted double V-neck and cuff are finished in contrasting grey. A 
Kawasaki logo is embroidered in subtle darker blue on the left breast and 
an embossed ‘1952’ aluminium label plate provides the finishing touch.

P/N: 166stm0011 to 166stm0016    
SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl

 P/N: 153stm0041 to 153stm0046

1952 shirt long sleeves
A fresh take on the classic white shirt. A ‘Kawasaki 1952’ microinjection 
logo on the chest and a black collar and cuffs provide contrast. Subtle 
insignia on shoulder epaulettes set the shirt apart from the norm too. 
Dark-coloured buttons on the front fastening and epaulettes combine  
with the other details to make a strong style statement.   

SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl
 

1878 polo long sleeves ♀
Kawasaki’s long and proud heritage and tradition inspired this polo 
shirt cut for women in black piquet fabric with rich Rumba red body, 
sleeve and neck opening insets plus details. This long sleeve polo has a 
rubber embossed 3D Kawasaki logo with a flat-printed Est. 1878 legend 
underneath. The collar has a white-edged red and black Kawasaki 
applique tape detail.

P/N: 139stm0071 to 139stm0075   
SIZE: 2xs/xs to l/xl

 P/N: 224stm0021 to 224stm0025

1952 softshell body-warmer ♀
Modern performance fabrics combine with contemporary style in this 
fashionable ladies vest. The softshell outer provides highly effective wind 
protection while the polar fleece inner lining keeps your body heat in 
and the cold out. A contrasting coloured fleece collar is a cosy addition as 
are two nylon-zippered handwarmer pockets. Embroidered logos on the 
collar and breast provide a classy and understated finishing touch.

SIZE: 2xs/s to l/xl
 

leisure range 
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P/N: 139stm0051 to 139stm0056   

1878 polo long sleeves
A polo shirt that celebrates over 125 years of Kawasaki heritage. This 
cotton piquet long sleeve shirt contrasts navy and Dutch blue divided by 
a diagonal grey stripe. That same grey is used for the collar and cuffs and 
an embroidered Kawasaki logo on the left breast and Est. 1878 legend  
on the right sleeve. Classy blue and grey Kawasaki applique tape lines  
the collar.

SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl
 

speed polo long sleeves ♀   ♀
Celebrate Kawasaki’s 60 years of going faster with this long-sleeved 
women’s polo shirt. It carries the ‘Engineered for Speed since 1952’ 
legend printed in 3D on the left breast and a discreet Kawasaki logo on 
the collar. The body is Wind Chime grey while the sleeves are Majolica 
blue. Grosgrain ribbon adorns the neck opening while an embossed 
aluminum ‘1952’ date stamp completes the detailing.

P/N: 139stm0081 to 139stm0085   
SIZE: 2xs/xs to l/xl

 

speed polo long sleeves
Classic style meets modern casual flair in this long-sleeve polo shirt.  
A striking embroidered vertical Kawasaki logo adorns the front and the 
right sleeve bears the Engineered for Speed Since 1952 legend. Both are 
created in a jersey patch style with plain stitching. An aluminum ‘1952’ 
label plate provides additional decoration. Subtle striping accentuates 
the collar and cuffs while the neck opening and inner lunette are blue to 
contrast the black of the main body.

P/N: 139stm0061 to 139stm0066     
SIZE: xs/s to  2xl/3xl

 

KawasaKi polo short sleeves
Be smart and casual in any situation in typical Kawasaki leisure clothing 
style. This high-quality cotton piquet polo shirt features striking 3D 
Kawasaki logos plus engraved velvet tape in the neck area and covering 
ribs. Two contrasting jersey-style stripes enhance the arms.

P/N: 139stm0031 to 139stm0036    
SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl

 

speed polo short sleeves
Kawasaki has been engineering for speed since 1952 in pursuit of 
perfection. This men’s grey melange polo has two-tone side inserts and 
triple-stitch overlock contrasting highlighting. A 3D injection-moulded 
Kawasaki logo adorns the right breast while the ‘Engineered for Speed 
Since 1952’ legend is in distressed screenprint on the back. The neck 
opening is three-button and the collar is edged in white. An embossed 
‘1952’ aluminium label plate is the finishing touch.

P/N: 139stm0101 to 139stm0106
SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl

 

1878 polo short sleeves
This dark blue men’s polo shirt in high-quality cotton piquet features 
contrasting grey bands on the arm and the lower neck opening. The 
sporty and luxurious look of the shirt are further highlighted by a 
microinjection chest logo, Finishing touches come from ‘Est. 1878’ print 
on the back collar and the embossed aluminium date stamp.

P/N: 139stm0021 to 139stm0026  
SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl

 P/N: 139stm0091 to 139stm0096  

1878 polo short sleeves
Much has changed since Kawasaki’s opened shop in 1878 but our quality 
remains a constant. Find it in this men’s polo shirt in light blue piquet with 
grey side inserts and triple-stitch overlock highlighting. A 3D Kawasaki 
logo adorns the right breast while ‘Est. 1878’ is depicted in vintage  
screenprint on the back. The three-button neck has a contrasting grey 
insert and the collar is edged in white. 

SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl
 P/N: 177stm0021 to 177stm0026   

KawasaKi t-shirt short sleeves
Kawasaki quality is guaranteed in every stitch of this 100% cotton T-shirt. 
A 3D puff-print ‘Est. 1878’ logo on the left sleeve and an aluminium label 
on the waist celebrates more than a century of Kawasaki excellence. The 
right sleeve features two stitched on stripes and Kawasaki embroidered 
tape lines the collar.

SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl
 

leisure range 
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1878 polo short sleeves ♀
This women’s water blue polo is made of 95% cotton jersey and 5% 
elastan for comfort and shape. Embroidered ‘Kawasaki’ and ‘Est. 1878’ 
logos adorn the chest. A plunging neck opening feature seven buttons 
and has a white inset while Kawasaki engraved velvet tape lines the neck 
area. The short sleeves are trimmed in white with button details.

P/N: 139stm0111 to 139stm0115  
SIZE: 2xs/xs to l/xl

 

speed polo short sleeves ♀
A feminine pique polo shirt in white high-quality cotton with eye-catching 
pink striping at the collar and sleeves as well as a three-button neck 
opening inset with pink. But the detail that grabs the most attention 
is the ‘Engineered for Speed Since 1952’ legend embroidered and 
screenprinted vertically up the left side of the shirt. A small Kawasaki logo 
graces the right sleeve.

P/N: 139stm0121 to 139stm0125  
SIZE: 2xs/xs to l/xl

 

1952 t-shirt short sleeves ♀
Flatter your feminine figure in this black V-neck high-quality cotton 
women’s T-shirt with a microinjection logo on the chest. The grey neck 
and arm details create an effective contrast with the microinjection logo.

P/N: 177stm0071 to 177stm0075
SIZE: 2xs/xs to l/xl

 

KawasaKi polo short sleeves ♀
Understated style for ladies with their version of the high-quality cotton 
piquet polo shirt. Outstanding features include puff-printed 3D Kawasaki 
logos as well as engraved velvet tape in the neck area and covering ribs. 
A pair of contrasting jersey-style stripes accentuate the sleeves.

P/N: 139stm0041 to 139stm0045    
SIZE: 2xs/xs to l/xl

 

leisure range 
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speed hooded t-shirt short 
sleeves ♀
This stunning hooded jersey cotton ‘Engineered for Speed Since 1952’ 
T-shirt has been specially cut and shaped for women. High-quality 
embroidery combines with 3D printing and an embossed aluminium 
label plate to offer eye-catching decoration.

P/N: 177stm0141 to 177stm0145
SIZE: 2xs/s to l/xl

 

P/N: 177stm0061 to 177stm0066     

Kawasaki are masters at combining the very best elements in all they do. 
High-quality embroidery and subtly contrasting screenprinting combine 
in this stretch cotton T-shirt in celebration of Kawasaki’s ‘Engineered for 
Speed Since 1952’ theme. An embossed aluminium ‘1952’ label plate 
provides the finishing touch.

SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl
 

speed t-shirt short sleeves1952 t-shirt short sleeves 1878 t-shirt short sleeves
The quality and detail that have distinguished Kawasaki products for over 
125 years can be found in this vintage style Est. 1878 high-quality stretch 
cotton T-shirt. Distressed collar and seams give a vintage vibe as do the 
charcoal screenprint and deep, distinctive Kawasaki embroidery on the 
reverse.

P/N: 177stm0051 to177stm0056    
SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl

 P/N: 177stm0041 to 177stm0046      

A stylish alternative to the plain round-neck tee, This black V-neck high-
quality T-shirt has a microinjection logo on the chest. The grey neck and 
arm details create a subtle contrast with the microinjection logo.

SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl

leisure range 
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1878 t-shirt long sleeves

speed t-shirt short sleeves1878 t-shirt short sleeves

speed t-shirt long sleeves

speed t-shirt long necK

1878 t-shirt long sleeves ♀   ♀1952 t-shirt short sleeves

P/N: 177stm0091 to 177stm0096   

This vintage-style jersey long sleeve T-shirt commemorates the historic 
founding of Kawasaki in 1878. A bold distressed screenprinted logo 
adorns the front of the shirt while a 3D Kawasaki logo provides the detail 
on the rear. A contrasting neck rib reprises the colour of the distressed 
screenprinted logo.

SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl
 

P/N: 177stm0101 to 177stm0106   

Kawasaki’s ‘Engineered for Speed Since 1952’ theme is celebrated on this 
fabulous Majolica blue jersey T-shirt. Grey jersey double bands on the 
sleeves provide the contrast and match the high-quality flock-printed logo 
on the front and discreet Kawasaki motif on the back.

SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl
 P/N: 177stm0131 to177stm0136  

This five-button V-neck jersey T-shirt is adorned with vintage distressed 
screenprinted logos marking the 1878 establishment of Kawasaki. The 
primary colour is bijou blue while the sleeve trim, logos and buttons are a 
contrasting grey. The contemporary style of the T-shirt combines perfectly 
with the retro vibe of the 1878 logo. 

SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl
 

P/N: 177stm0081 to 177stm0086   

A navy blue jersey long-sleeve T-shirt with bold Dutch blue contrasting 
bands across the chest carrying the ‘Engineered for Speed Since 1952’ 
logo in a distinguished mix of flock printing and embroidery. The waist 
and cuffs feature double-row contrast stitching. A Dutch blue Kawasaki 
logo provides the detail at the back of the neck.

SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl
 

P/N: 177stm0121 to 177stm0126

This drawstring long-necked grey melange T-shirt boasts a distressed 
vintage screen-printed ‘Engineered for Speed Since 1952’ logo in blue 
across the chest, topped off with a contrasting grey 3D Kawasaki device. 
An embossed aluminium ‘1952’ label plate provides the finishing touch.

SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl
 

This long-sleeve jersey T-shirt for women marks the 1878 establishment 
of Kawasaki. A combination of screen and puff printing commemorate 
the date on the front of this Majolica blue fitted shirt. The neck opening is 
finished in contrasting optical white to create a truly eye-catching garment.

P/N: 177stm0111 to 177stm0115    
SIZE: 2xs/s to l/xl

 P/N: 177stm0031 to 177stm0036

This vintage-style cotton T-shirt echoes the 1950s, the era that saw the first 
Kawasaki motorcycles go into production. Retro comes right up to date in  
this high-quality cotton T-shirt. The Kawasaki logo is faithfully rendered in  
a plain-stitch jersey patch style. A screen-printed ‘1952’ motif and an  
embossed aluminium label plate carrying the same legend provide the  
unique detail touches.

SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl
 

leisure range 
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KawasaKi belt
Accessorise and customise your outfit with this majolica blue eva belt, 
the perfect complement for your outfit. Kawasaki logo moulded into the 
buckle in black.

P/N: 015stm0012 to 015stm0014
SIZE: 110cm to 120cm

 

KawasaKi scarf
Keep winter at bay with this 100% acrylic fringed scarf, detailed with  
high-quality ton sur ton Kawasaki embroidery.

P/N: 014stm0001  

KawasaKi leather belt
A finishing touch of the highest possible class. A genuine Italian leather 
belt with a distinctive Kawasaki logo engraved buckle. 

P/N: 015stm0015 to 015stm0019  
SIZE: 105cm to 125cm

 

KawasaKi suede belt ♀
Italian suede provides the material for this women’s pink belt. A nicely 
sculpted buckle features an engraved Kawasaki logo. 

P/N: 015stm0020 to 015stm0024
SIZE: 90cm to 110cm

 

P/N: 132stm0021 to 132stm0026   

1878 bermuda
Keep cool in comfort and style on warmer days with these 100% canvas 
cotton bermuda shorts. Plentiful pouch pockets with hidden snap buttons 
on the sides and back let you carry your essentials. The waist can be 
secured by the integral drawstring and belt loops are also provided. 
Embroidered ‘Kawasaki’ and ‘Est. 1878’ logos on front and rear pocket 
flaps and an aluminium ‘1878’ label plate give this sporty garment a retro 
touch.

SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl
 P/N: 236stm0000 to 236stm0009  

1878 sneaKers
These Italian-made sneakers celebrate the 1878 establishment of  
Kawasaki in navy and Dutch blue, black and white. The 1878 logo is 
embroidered in white on the side of the shoe. A Japanese flag provides an 
arresting finishing touch on the heel. Supplied with a pair each of white 
and black laces.

SIZE: 36 to 45
 

leisure range 
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our sports range reflects  
your active lifestyle and  
echoes the KawasaKi values  
you can rely on.
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P/N: 104spm0071 to 104spm0077    

sports rain JacKet
Shrug off summer showers with this lightweight nylon rain jacket. It folds 
down into an easily carried nylon pack making the jacket easy to store 
conveniently. Black with Kawasaki green detailing at the front fastening, 
collar and zippered side pockets, the rain pack jacket also features 
prominent Kawasaki logos printed in white front and back. A rubberised 
Kawasaki zipper pull opens and closes the rain jacket.

SIZE: xs/s to 3xl/4xl
 

sports hoody
Find a cosy companion in this 100% cotton hoody. Large embroidered 
white Kawasaki logos stand out against the black body of the hoody. 
There’s Kawasaki green detailing on the cuffs, ribbed waist and kangaroo 
pouch pocket, and the hood drawstrings are the same trademark shade, 
finished off with customised metal tips. Contrasting Kawasaki print lines 
the hood.

P/N: 166spm0151 to 166spm0157    
SIZE: xs/s to 3xl/4xl

 P/N: 104spm0081 to 104spm0087

sports softshell JacKet 
This all-weather softshell jacket with polar fleece inner lining will protect 
you against the elements. White Kawasaki logos adorn the black body, 
a large stitched-edge patch one on the back and a smaller embroidered 
legend on the left breast. Kawasaki green piping on the body and sleeves 
and inside the collar and neck flap provide contrast. Windproof zippers 
with customised pullers on the collar, wrists and breast pocket form the 
final finishing touch.

SIZE: xs/s to 3xl/4xl
 P/N: 104spm0061 to 104spm0067  

sports summer JacKet
Sports summer jacket with inner mesh for extra comfort and to help keep 
you cool. Embroidered white Kawasaki logos adorn the black polyester 
jacket body, a large one on the back and a smaller one on the left breast. 
Kawasaki green lines the collar and extends to the outer edge and also 
decorates the main zipper opening and zippered side pockets. 

SIZE: xs/s to 3xl/4xl
 

sports range 
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P/N: 166spm0181 to 166spm0188    

sports hoody Kids
Junior version of the 100% cotton hoody. Large embroidered white 
Kawasaki logos stand out against the black body of the hoody. There’s 
Kawasaki green detailing on the cuffs, ribbed waist, kangaroo pouch 
pocket. Contrasting Kawasaki print lines the hood.

SIZE: 44/56 to 140/164
 P/N: 166spm0171 to 166spm0177   

sports hooded sweatshirt ♀
Women’s version of the versatile 100% cotton Kawasaki sports hooded 
sweatshirt. Embroidered white Kawasaki logos adorn the tailored black 
body, a large one on the back and a smaller one on the left breast. 
Kawasaki green detailing enhances the nylon zipper opening, cuffs, waist 
and pockets. The hood drawstrings are Kawasaki green too, finished off 
with customised metal tips. Contrasting Kawasaki print lines the hood.

SIZE: 2xs/xs to xl/2xl
 

sports hooded sweatshirt
Sweatshirt meets hoody in this versatile 100% cotton sports garment. 
Embroidered white Kawasaki logos adorn the black body of the 
sweatshirt, a large one on the back and a smaller one on the left breast. 
Kawasaki green detailing enhances the nylon zipper opening, cuffs 
and ribbed waist, and there are stitched elbow patch outlines on the 
sleeves. The hood drawstrings are Kawasaki green too, finished off with 
customised metal tips. Contrasting Kawasaki print lines the hood.

P/N: 166spm0161 to 166spm0167   
SIZE: xs/s to 3xl/4xl

 

P/N: 166spm0141 to 166spm0147

sports sweatshirt
A 100% cotton sports sweatshirt with Kawasaki green inner collar area 
with outer stripes on waist, cuffs, front zipper and side pockets. White 
Kawasaki logos adorn the black sweatshirt body, a large stitched-edge 
patch one on the back and a smaller embroidered legend on the left 
breast. A Kawasaki zipper puller provides a final finishing touch.

SIZE: xs/s to 3xl/4xl
 

sports shirt short sleeves
This short-sleeve black shirt features many stunning details. Lime-green 
piping accentuates the sides, collar and edges of the sleeves. Black 
buttons on the front opening are embossed with the Kawasaki logo. 
The front opening is lined in contrasting green. There are striking white 
embroidered Kawasaki logos front and rear, a large stitched-edge patch 
one on the back and a smaller embroidered legend on the left breast. 
White-on-black Kawasaki engraved velvet tape lines the neck area and 
there’s a useful slit pocket on the right breast.

P/N: 153spm0131 to 153spm0137    
SIZE: xs/s to 3xl/4xl

 

sports shirt short sleeves ♀
This short-sleeve women’s fitted black shirt has lime-green trim 
contrasting the sides, collar and edges of the sleeves. The front opening 
is also lined in contrasting green. Black buttons on the front opening are 
embossed with the Kawasaki logo. There are striking black embroidered 
Kawasaki logos front and rear, a large stitched-edge patch one on the 
back and a smaller embroidered legend on the left chest. White-on-black 
Kawasaki engraved velvet tape finishes off the inside of the collar area.

P/N: 153spm0141 to 153spm0146   
SIZE: 2xs/xs to xl/2xl

 

sports shirt long sleeves ♀
This long-sleeve women’s fitted white shirt has lime-green piping on the 
sides, collar and edges of the buttoned cuffs. Iridescent green buttons  
on the front opening and cuffs are embossed with the Kawasaki logo. 
The front opening is lined in contrasting green. There are distinctive black 
embroidered Kawasaki logos front and rear, a large stitched-edge patch 
one on the back and a smaller embroidered legend on the left breast. 
White-on-black Kawasaki engraved velvet tape lines the neck area.

P/N: 153spm0121 to 153spm0126
SIZE: 2xs/xs to xl/2xl

 

sports range 
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sports polo long sleeves ♀  ♀
Black cotton long-sleeved women’s polo shirt in piquet with tailored side 
slits and breathable inserts on shoulders. Kawasaki-green contrasting 
detail at wrists, collars, shoulders and six-button neck opening. There are 
embroidered Kawasaki logos front and rear, a large stitched-edge patch 
one on the back and a smaller embroidered legend on the left breast. 
Black-on-green Kawasaki embossed tape lines the inner collar.

P/N: 139spm0161 to 139spm0166     
SIZE: 2xs/xs to xl/2xl

 P/N: 139spm0181 to 139spm0188 

sports polo long sleeves Kids
A version of the long-sleeve black polo shirt for juniors. Kawasaki-
green embossed buttons, inner neck opening, collar rib stripe, side slits, 
elasticated wrists and stitched elbow area. These features complement 
striking embroidered Kawasaki logos front and rear, a large stitched-edge 
patch one on the back and a smaller embroidered legend on the left 
breast. Kawasaki embossed tape lines the inner collar.

SIZE: 44/56 to 140/164
 

sports shirt long sleeves
This long-sleeve black shirt features many stunning details. Lime-green 
piping accentuates the sides, collar and edges of the buttoned cuffs. Black 
buttons on the front opening and cuffs are embossed with the Kawasaki 
logo. The front opening is lined in contrasting green. There are striking 
white embroidered Kawasaki logos front and rear, a large stitched-edge 
patch one on the back and a smaller embroidered legend on the left 
breast. White-on-black Kawasaki engraved velvet tape lines the neck area 
and there’s a useful slit pocket on the right breast.

P/N: 153spm0111 to 153spm0117    
SIZE: xs/s to 3xl/4xl

 

sports polo short sleeves  
This black cotton piquet polo shirt uses Kawasaki-green detailing to 
stunning effect. From the Kawasaki engraved velvet tape inside the collar 
area to the side piping and neck opening, our trademark shade makes 
this shirt unmistakably Kawasaki. A 10cm embroidered logo features on 
the front and there is a large stitched-edge patch Kawasaki legend on  
the rear.

P/N: 139spm0131 to 139spm0137
SIZE: xs/s to 3xl/4xl

 

sports polo long sleeve
Cotton piquet long-sleeve polo shirt with Kawasaki-green embossed 
buttons, inner neck opening, collar rib stripe, side slits, elasticated wrists 
and stitched elbow area. These features complement striking embroidered 
Kawasaki logos front and rear, a large stitched-edge patch one on the 
back and a smaller embroidered legend on the left breast. Kawasaki 
embossed tape lines the inner collar.

P/N: 139spm0121 to 139spm0127   
SIZE: xs/s to 3xl/4xl

 

sports polo short sleeves Kids
Junior version of the cotton piquet polo shirt with Kawasaki-green 
embossed buttons, inner neck opening, collar rib stripe and sleeve edges. 
These features complement striking embroidered Kawasaki logos front 
and rear, a large stitched-edge patch one on the back and a smaller 
embroidered legend on the left breast. Kawasaki embossed tape lines  
the inner collar.

P/N: 139spm0171 to 139spm0178     
SIZE: 44/56 to 140/164

 

sports range 
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sports polo short sleeves ♀
Women’s black fitted short-sleeve polo in cotton/elastan jersey. Four lime-
green Kawasaki-embossed buttons adorn a plunging neck opening. That 
and the collar rib stripe and elastic arm openings are also green. There are 
striking white embroidered Kawasaki logos front and rear, a large stitched-
edge patch one on the back and a smaller embroidered legend on the left 
breast. Black-on-green Kawasaki-embossed tape lines the inner collar.

P/N: 139spm0151 to 139spm0156  
SIZE: 2xs/xs to xl/2xl

 

sports t-shirt short sleeves ♀
Women’s cotton/elastan jersey white fitted T-shirt with 3D-printed 
Kawasaki logos; small and discreet at the front and large across the back. 
Kawasaki-green striping around the neck and sleeve openings is repeated 
at the waist. White-on-black Kawasaki-embossed tape lines the neck area.

P/N: 177spm0611 to 177spm0616
SIZE: 2xs/xs to xl/2xl

 P/N: 139spm0141 to 139spm0146  

sports polo short sleeves ♀
Women’s white fitted short-sleeve polo in cotton/elastan jersey. Four lime-
green Kawasaki-embossed buttons adorn a plunging neck opening. That 
and the collar rib stripe and elastic arm openings are also green. There are 
striking black embroidered Kawasaki logos front and rear, a large stitched-
edge patch one on the back and a smaller embroidered legend on the left 
breast. Black-on-green Kawasaki-embossed tape lines the inner collar.

SIZE: 2xs/xs to xl/2xl
 

sports dress ♀
This jersey cotton/elastan dress offers comfort and sporty style for warm 
summer days. Kawasaki-green stripes accentuate the ribbed collar and 
elastic sleeve openings Four lime-green Kawasaki-embossed buttons close 
the neck opening, which is also lined in green. There are striking black 
embroidered Kawasaki logos front and rear, a large stitched-edge patch 
one on the back and a smaller embroidered legend on the left breast. 
White-on-black Kawasaki-engraved velvet tape lines the neck area. Length 
98cm, small/medium.

P/N: 139spm0191 to 139spm0196     
SIZE: 2xs/xs to xl/2xl

 

sports pants
Heavy-duty cotton canvas pants are durable and hard-wearing. They 
feature hidden snap-button pockets on the sides of the legs and back. 
You’ll know they’re from Kawasaki by the high-quality embroidered logos 
on the pockets and Kawasaki-green button on the waistband.

P/N: 132spm0020 to 132spm0026  
SIZE: xs/s to 3xl/4xl

 

sports bermuda 
Canvas bermuda shorts help you keep your “Kawasaki cool” as the 
temperature rises. Useful, deep flap pockets on thighs with Kawasaki logo 
embroidering on the right side. Heavy duty 100% cotton for durability.

P/N: 132spm0030 to 132spm0036  
SIZE: xs/s to 3xl/4xl

 

sports t-shirt short sleeves  
Black jersey T-shirt with massive 31cm 3D-printed Kawasaki logos front 
and rear in white. Kawasaki-green striping around the neck and sleeve 
openings is further accentuated by double-width piping at the waist. 
Black-on-white Kawasaki-embossed tape lines the neck area.

P/N: 177spm0601 to 177spm0607   
SIZE: xs/s to 3xl/4xl

 

sports t-shirt short sleeves Kids
Junior 100% cotton jersey black T-shirt with striking 3D-printed Kawasaki 
logos front and rear in white. Kawasaki-green striping around the neck 
and sleeve openings is further accentuated by double-width piping at the 
waist. Black-on-white Kawasaki-embossed tape lines the neck area.

P/N: 177spm0621 to 177spm0628  
SIZE: 44/56 to 140/164

 

sports range 
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sports socKs long
The perfect complement for your Kawasaki riding boots or casual 
footwear. Kawasaki long socks in white made from 80% polyamide with 
15% cotton for extra comfort in the sole and 5% elastan.

P/N: 160spm0005 to 160spm0008  
SIZE: 31/34 to 43/46

 

sports socKs short
Using the same materials as the Kawasaki long socks, these  white  
ankle-length versions are made from 80% polyamide with 15% cotton  
for extra comfort in the sole and 5% elastan.

P/N: 160spm0013 to 160spm0016   
SIZE: 31/34 to 43/46

 

sports belt luxurious
Luxurious genuine Italian leather belt securely fastened with a distinctive 
and striking metal plate-style buckle.

P/N: 015spm0035 to 015spm0039    
SIZE: 105cm to 125cm

 

sports belt
Genuine Italian leather provides a classic material for this belt while 
Kawasaki embossing adds style and class. Closure is by high-quality metal 
buckle.

P/N: 015spm0030 to 015spm0034
SIZE: 105cm to 125cm

 

sports socKs long
Clever composition makes these the ultimate sports socks. Kawasaki long 
socks in black made from 80% polyamide with 15% cotton for extra 
comfort in the sole and 5% elastan.

P/N: 160spm0009 to 160spm0012
SIZE: 31/34 to 43/46

 

P/N: 160spm0017 to 160spm0020     

sports socKs short
Short socks in black manufactured from materials carefully selected for 
the best performance. Made from 80% polyamide with 15% cotton for 
extra comfort in the sole and 5% elastan. 

SIZE: 31/34 to 43/46
 

sports beanie
A knitted woollen beanie hat in black with a lime-green peak and 
embroidered Kawasaki logo in white. Not only warm but stylish too. Stand 
out in any crowd.

P/N: 014spm0015     

sports range 
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P/N: 224spm0041 to 224spm0046   

Krt JacKet blacK
Kawasaki Racing Team fans shrug off the rain in this shower-proof black 
polyester jacket with inside mesh for extra comfort. Kawasaki Racing Team 
printed logos feature prominently in white on the rear and left breast. 
Lime-green side inserts and stitching detailing provide contrast. Practicality 
is a given with side pockets, a high collar and drawstring waist.

SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl
 

P/N: 166spm0111 to 166spm0116

Krt hoody green
Keep cosy with this lime-green fleece Kawasaki Racing Team hoody in 
100% cotton. A bold, black Kawasaki Racing Team logo decorates the 
rear, with a smaller one on the left front, both in strident contrast to the 
trademark green body of the hoody. Black vertical side panels accentute 
the attractive cut of the fleece, as does the hood drawstring in the same 
colour. Ribbed cuffs and a kangaroo pouch pocket add extra comfort.

SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl
 

Krt hoody blacK
Kawasaki Racing Team hoody in 100% black cotton is a cosy companion. 
A large Kawasaki Racing Team logo in white adorns the rear, with a 
smaller one on the left breast, both standing out against the black body of 
the hoody. Lime-green vertical side panels provide contrast, and the hood 
drawstring is the same trademark shade. Ribbed cuffs and a kangaroo 
pouch pocket add extra comfort.

P/N: 166spm0101 to 166spm0106
SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl

 

KAWASAKI 
RACInG TEAM

share the pride of our worKs riders 
and show your support with the  
KawasaKi racing team range.

KawasaKi racing team 
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 P/N: 224spm0051 to 224spm0056

Krt JacKet green
Kawasaki Racing Team fans shrug off the rain in this shower-proof 
lime-green polyester jacket with inside mesh for extra comfort. Kawasaki 
Racing Team black printed logos enhance the rear and left breast of the 
garment. Contrast comes from black side inserts and stitching. Practical 
touches include side pockets, a high collar and drawstring waist.

SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl

Krt fleece green 
Lime-green brushed fleece with black side panels reverses the colourways 
of the black version. Embroidered black Kawasaki Racing Team logos 
decorate the body, a large one on the back and a smaller one on the 
left breast. The front zipper goes all the way up to a high collar that 
guarantees a warm neck.

P/N: 072spm0071 to 072spm0076
SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl

 

Krt t-shirt blacK
Be part of the Kawasaki competition tribe with this 100% cotton black 
T-shirt with lime-green side panels. High-quality Kawasaki Racing Team 
logos in white adorn the body, a large one on the back and a smaller one 
on the left breast.  

P/N: 177spm0542 to 177spm0547
SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl

 

Krt t-shirt green
Take your place in the Kawasaki Racing Team in this 100% cotton lime-
green T-shirt with black side panels. Kawasaki Racing Team logos in black 
decorate the body, a large one on the rear and a smaller one on the left 
breast.

P/N: 177spm0552 to 177spm0557  
SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl

 

Krt t-shirt green ♀
Female fans of the Kawasaki Racing Team have a choice of colourways to 
show their devotion in. This 100% cotton women’s T-shirt has lime-green 
as the dominant colour with side panels in black. Kawasaki Racing Team 
white logos decorate the garment, large across the back with a subtler 
graphic on the left of the chest.

P/N: 177spm0572 to 177spm0577
SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl

 

Krt t-shirt blacK ♀
Fast ladies take their place in the Kawasaki Racing Team in this 100% 
cotton black T-shirt with lime-green side panels shaped and tailored to suit 
the female form. High-quality Kawasaki Racing Team logos in white adorn 
the body, a large one on the back and a smaller one on the left breast.  

P/N: 177spm0562 to 177spm0567   
SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl

 P/N: 072spm0061 to 072spm0066   

Krt fleece blacK
Banish the chill with this black fleece with lime-green side panels. 
Embroidered white Kawasaki Racing Team logos adorn the body, a large 
one on the back and a smaller one on the left breast. A zippered front 
terminates in a cosy collar that can be worn up on colder days.

SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl
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Krt sneaKers
Wear the footwear of winners with the new official Kawasaki Racing 
Team training shoes. Black leather uppers with green stripe detailing and 
laces contrast with green and white sneaker soles. These KRT trainers are 
manufactured by Kawasaki team sponsor, Munich.

SIZE: 37 to 47
 P/N: 236spm0131 to 236spm0141

P/N: 023spm0022

Krt cap Kids
Kawasaki’s youngest fans will stand out in a crowd with this cap 
emblazoned with the Kawasaki Racing Team logo.

SIZE: universal
 

Krt house shoes Kids
Soft, comfortable and warm house shoes for junior fans in lime green and 
proudly sporting the Kawasaki Racing Team logo. 

P/N: 237spm0064 to 237spm0067
SIZE: 25/26 to 31/32

 

Krt bib
Feed the next generation’s fondness for Kawasaki with this lime green bib, 
proudly adorned with the Kawasaki Racing Team logo.

P/N: 015spm0014  

Krt bathrobe Kids
Bathtime and bedtime are a lot more fun in a Kawasaki Racing Team 
bathrobe.

P/N: 177spm0516
SIZE: universal

 

Krt bathrobe adult
Soft, warm and comfortable, this Kawasaki Racing Team robe offers a 
touch of luxury. Lime-green is the dominant colour with Kawasaki Racing 
Team logos and wraparound belt in black. Perfect for bathtime, bedtime 
or just lounging around.

P/N: 177spm0518 
SIZE: universal
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RIDInG
GEAR

KawasaKi brings the same exacting 
attention to detail to its riding  
apparel as it does to its biKes.

ninJa leather JacKet 
Italian design brings style and flair to the Kawasaki Ninja leather jacket. 
Premium cowhide leather construction guarantees optimum protection 
and riding comfort. Key protective features include hide thickness of 
1.2mm - 1.3mm and CE-approved protectors on shoulders and elbows. 
There are also external shoulder protectors and a pocket for an optional 
back protector.  Elasticated leather shoulder inserts, an adjustable waist, 
dynamic elastic inserts and a sanitized inner lining ensure your comfort. 
An aerodynamic hump, an inside pocket and a rear zip to connect the 
jacket to your trousers are additional practical touches.

P/N: 104rgm0222 to 104rgm0227   
SIZE: s to 3xl

 

KawasaKi leather JacKet 
We’ve brought Italian class and style to this Kawasaki leather jacket. 
Premium cowhide leather was specified for optimal safety and riding 
comfort. The leather’s thickness is a sturdy 1.2mm-1.3 mm and there 
are CE-approved protectors on shoulders and elbows, and there’s also a 
pocket for an optional back protector. A removable thermal inner lining 
offers seasonal versatility. Elasticated leather shoulder inserts, an adjustable 
waist and a sanitized inner lining ensure your comfort. Three inside 
pockets, two outside pockets and a rear zip to connect the jacket to your 
trousers are additional practical touches.

P/N: 104rgm0232 to 104rgm0237 
SIZE: s to 3xl

 

asphalt leather JacKet 
Designed and manufactured in Italy, the Asphalt jacket brings a vintage 
twist to the Kawasaki clothing offering with its distressed logo. Key 
protective features include 1.2mm-1.3mm premium cowhide construction 
and CE-approved protectors on shoulders and elbows. There is also a 
pocket for an optional back protector. A removable thermal inner lining 
offers seasonal versatility. Elasticated leather shoulder inserts, an adjustable 
waist and a sanitized inner lining ensure your comfort. Three inside 
pockets, two outside pockets and a rear zip to connect the jacket to your 
trousers are additional practical touches.

P/N: 104rgm0242 to 104rgm0247
SIZE: s to 3xl

 P/N: 104rgm0212 to 104rgm0217  

ventoux textile JacKet
Kawasaki teamed up with motorcycle clothing specialist Bering to create 
our ultimate weather jacket, the Ventoux. With the combined know-how 
of Kawasaki and Bering, this collaboration assures you of the highest 
performance motorcycling garment, regardless of the elements. The 
Ventoux jacket’s innovative construction boasts many key features, 
including a waterproof membrane and breathable, warm lining – plus 
a ventilation system and CE-approved protectors at key areas such as 
elbows and back. The Ventoux is the ultimate multi-tasker, ready for  
every challenge.

SIZE: s to 3xl
 

Z leather JacKet
This newly created jacket is specially designed and made in Italy for 
Kawasaki Z riders. Premium cowhide leather, CE-approved protectors 
and reflective charcoal logos combine to offer style and safety. Kawasaki 
developed the unique candy lime green leather and new silicon inserts 
especially for the Z leather jacket.

P/N: 104rgm0282 to 104rgm0287
SIZE: s to 3xl
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P/N: 221rgm0101 to 221rgm0107

KawasaKi leather pants 
Italian class and style combine in these Kawasaki leather trousers, the 
perfect partner for the Kawasaki leather jacket. Premium cowhide leather 
was specified for optimal safety and riding comfort. A sanitized inner 
lining ensures your comfort and stays fresh. An integral zip connects the 
Kawasaki leather trousers to your jacket.

SIZE: xs to 3xl
 

KawasaKi textile pants
These waterproof touring trousers are designed and styled for everyday 
use. A combination zip allows them to attach to all of the leather jackets in 
the Kawasaki clothing range as well as most textile jackets.

P/N: 221rgm0111 to 221rgm0117
SIZE: xs to 3xl

 

sports textile JacKet blacK
There’s no need to compromise on safety in warm weather. This Kawasaki 
summer jacket in black features mesh for cooling ventilation while 
removable CE-approved protectors on the elbows and shoulders provide 
impact protection. An inner waterproof lining protects against unexpected 
showers and it can be removed to take full benefit of the jacket’s 
ventilation on hot, dry days.

P/N: 104rgm0272 to 104rgm0277
SIZE: s to 3xl

 

sports textile JacKet green
There’s no need to compromise on safety in warm weather. This summer 
jacket in Kawasaki green features mesh for cooling ventilation while 
removable CE-approved protectors on the elbows and shoulders provide 
impact protection. An inner waterproof lining protects against unexpected 
showers and it can be removed to take full benefit of the jacket’s 
ventilation on hot, dry days.

P/N: 104rgm0262 to 104rgm0267 
SIZE: s to 3xl

 

ninJa textile JacKet
Be warm and be seen in the Kawasaki Ninja winter waterproof textile 
jacket. Predominantly black with lime-green flashes and reflective stripes, 
the Ninja is an eye-catching garment for the colder and wetter months. 
Kawasaki logos adorn the cuffs. The jacket features a warm inner lining 
and there’s a useful hidden pocket. A high snap-fastened collar helps 
to keep the wind out and the sleeves are adjustable at the biceps. 
Removable CE-approved protectors on the elbow and shoulders provide 
impact protection.

P/N: 104rgm0252 to 104rgm0257 
SIZE: s to 3xl

 

ventoux textile pants
Kawasaki teamed up with motorcycle clothing specialist Bering to create 
our ultimate weather trousers, the Ventoux. These are the perfect match 
for the Ventoux jacket. With the combined know-how of Kawasaki 
and Bering, this collaboration assures you of the highest performance 
motorcycling garment, regardless of the elements. The Ventoux trousers’ 
innovative construction includes a waterproof membrane and breathable, 
warm lining – plus CE-approved protectors at key areas.

P/N: 221rgm0082 to 221rgm0087
SIZE: s to 3xl

 

ninJa leather pants 
Italian design brings style and flair to the Kawasaki Ninja leather trousers, 
the perfect complement to the Ninja leather jacket. Premium cowhide 
leather construction guarantees optimum protection and riding comfort.
A sanitized inner lining ensures your comfort and stays fresh. An integral 
zip connects the Ninja leather trousers to your jacket.

P/N: 221rgm0091 to 221rgm0097
SIZE: xs to 3xl

 

KawasaKi rain pants
In an unpredictable climate, easy to carry waterproofs are a wise 
precaution. These trousers will go over your riding pants to keep you dry. 
Made with premium quality Oxford nylon featuring reflective Kawasaki 
logos for additional visibility in inclement weather.

P/N: 222spm0011 to 222spm0016
SIZE: s to 3xl

 

riding gear 
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P/N: 077rgm0161 to 077rgm0167

asphalt gloves 
Short-cuff riding gloves of stylish Italian design in ovine leather. Ventilated 
leather inserts on knuckles and back of hands. Reinforced palm and 
thumb areas plus synthetic non-slip pads on index and middle fingertips. 
Embroidered Kawasaki logo on Velcro wrist closures.

SIZE: xs to 3xl
 

KawasaKi leather gloves 
Kawasaki leather gloves are designed in Italy and are constructed from 
ovine leather with carbon fibre knuckle padding. Velcro wrist closure.  
CE-approved for road riding. 

P/N: 077rgm0131 to 077rgm0137
SIZE: xs to 3xl

 

KawasaKi racing gloves green
Kawasaki leather racing gloves, designed in Italy and constructed from 
ovine leather with carbon fibre knuckle padding. Lime-green leather 
finger detail and ventilated mesh leather on top and wrists. Velcro wrist 
closure. CE-approved. 

P/N: 077rgm0141 to 077rgm0147
SIZE: xs to 3xl

 

ninJa leather gloves
Kawasaki Ninja gloves are of a special Italian design using ovine leather 
with premium-grade kangaroo skin for the underside and palms. Further 
protection comes from carbon fibre knuckle padding, aramidic fibres 
and a patented scaphoid protection system. Third and fourth fingers are 
stitched together for impact safety and exterior stitching improves feel 
and comfort. CE-approved for road riding. 

P/N: 077rgm0121 to 077rgm0127
SIZE: xs to 3xl

 

KawasaKi racing gloves white
Kawasaki leather racing gloves, designed in Italy and constructed from 
ovine leather with carbon fibre knuckle padding. White leather finger 
detail and ventilated mesh leather on top and wrists. Velcro wrist closure. 
CE-approved. 

P/N: 077rgm0151 to 077rgm0157
SIZE: xs to 3xl
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KawasaKi ear plugs
Even the very best insulated helmets cannot provide total noise 
protection. Ear plugs considerably reduce intrusive wind and engine 
noise to safer levels. Unique filters allow you to hear speech, other traffic 
and essential warning signals. Each pack contains four sizes to ensure 
optimum fit and protection.

P/N: 063rgs0004  

KawasaKi Knee sliders blacK
Take the track day tarmac heroics challenge and see how long it takes you 
to grind off these Kawasaki-branded knee sliders.

P/N: 063rgs0009  

KawasaKi racing boots white
These Kawasaki racing boots in white are ideal for road and track and look 
great wherever you wear them. High-quality leather upper construction 
has an elasticated hide panel at the front for flexibility and comfort.  
A protective shin area has a distinctive moulded Kawasaki logo. 
Removable coloured toe and calf sliders make the boots easily 
customisable. Reinforced areas on top of the foot prevent wear from 
control levers while mesh leather panels ensure adequate ventilation. 
Adjustable calf width ensures an accurate fit.

P/N: 223rgm0042 to 223rgm0050
SIZE: 39 to 47

 

KawasaKi racing boots blacK
These Kawasaki racing boots in black are ideal for road and track and look 
great wherever you wear them. High-quality leather upper construction 
has an elasticated hide panel at the front for flexibility and comfort.  
A protective shin area has a distinctive moulded Kawasaki logo. 
Removable coloured toe and calf sliders make the boots easily 
customisable. Reinforced areas on top of the foot prevent wear from 
control levers while mesh leather panels ensure adequate ventilation. 
Adjustable calf width ensures an accurate fit.

P/N: 223rgm0032 to 223rgm0040
SIZE: 39 to 47

 

KawasaKi city ii boots
Kawasaki high-top ankle boots are perfect for city riding and commuting. 
Black waterproof construction is complemented by lime-green inserts and 
lining. A side zip makes it easy to get the boots on and off. A gear change 
cushion slows wear to the top of the boots from the lever. Look your best 
on and off your bike.

P/N: 236spm0101 to 236spm0109
SIZE: 38 to 46

 

KawasaKi safety vest
Be seen in all weather conditions, night and day, with this high-visibility 
reflective safety vest. Construction is a reflective-striped nylon outer and 
mesh inner with a zip front and velcro waist closure. CE-approved for 
road riding.

P/N: 063rgs0010 to 063rgs0014
SIZE: s to xl

 

KawasaKi touring boots
These are the perfect boots for touring and everyday use. High-quality 
leather upper construction has an elasticated hide panel at the front 
for flexibility and comfort. A protective shin area is embossed with the 
Kawasaki logo. Two oversized zips make it easy to get the boots off and 
on. Reinforced areas on top of the foot prevent wear from control levers. 
Adjustable calf width ensures an accurate fit while a breathable lining aids 
comfort. An anti-slip sole is the final practical touch.

P/N: 223rgm0021 to 223rgm0030
SIZE: 38 to 47
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team green mx pro Jersey
Breathable micromesh fabric Kawasaki MX jersey keeps you cool and 
composed in the height of competition. Vented panels let your torso 
breathe while the jersey’s anatomic design allows for maximum mobility. 
An exclusive Team Green design completes the contemporary styling.

P/N: 153tgm0091 to 153tgm0095   
SIZE: s to 2xl

 

team green mx pro pants
Race-winning poise and control rely on maximum mobility and comfort, 
and the warp design of these Kawasaki MX Pro pants makes sure you 
have it. The main material is 600D polyester and the areas prone to  
the highest wear are reinforced. The legs feature preformed knees  
with expansion panels reinforced with ballistic Kevlar and vented panels  
at the ankles. An exclusive Team Green design completes the 
contemporary styling.

P/N: 132tgm0071 to 132tgm0079   
SIZE: 2xs to 4xl

 

team green mx pro gloves
Maintain effective control with Kawasaki MX Pro gloves. They are 
characterised by a reformed warp design in a vented 3D mesh, spandex 
and liteprene construction. Silicone printing on palm and fingers for 
optimal grip and feel. An exclusive Team Green design completes the 
contemporary styling.

P/N: 077tgm0051 to 077tgm0056    
SIZE: xs to 2xl

 

MOTOCROSS &
TEAM GREEn

be part of the team green legend. 
competition clothing that echoes 
the style of our factory riders is 
yours to wear on tracK and off.

motocross & team green 
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team green JacKet
There’s no mistaking where your allegiances lie when you wear the 
high-quality, fashionable Team Green jacket. This black nylon jacket will 
protect you against wind and rain showers. A mesh inner lining makes for 
even greater wearer comfort. Styling details include knitted waistband and 
cuffs, popper secured round collar, prominent white Kawasaki logos on 
the arms and Team Green insignia front and rear.

P/N: 104tgm0011 to 104tgm0016
SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl

 

team green hoody
A stylish answer to chilly paddock mornings and evenings in the form of 
the Kawasaki Team Green hoody. Made from high-quality 100% cotton 
this black hoody features screen-printed Team Green logos front and 
rear, accentuated and complemented by green and white vertical racing 
stripes. Zipped side pockets and drawstring hood closure add practicality.

P/N: 166tgm0041 to 166tgm0046
SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl

 P/N: 166tgm0051 to 166tgm0058

team green hoody Kids
Get your kids in the Kawasaki gang with the junior version of the Team 
Green hoody. Made from high-quality 100% cotton this black hoody 
features screen-printed Team Green logos front and rear, accentuated and 
complemented by green and white vertical racing stripes.

SIZE: 44/56 to 140/164
 

team green polo short sleeves
This Kawasaki black polo in 100% cotton piquet has a dramatic and stylish 
twist with high-quality screen printed Kawasaki Team Green logos front 
and rear. The sporty styling of the polo is further highlighted by the lime-
green and white vertical racing stripes.

P/N: 139tgm0021 to 139tgm0026
SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl

 

team green t-shirt short sleeves
Layer up in Team Green style from the inside out. This black 100% cotton 
T-shirt is screen-printed with a unique design incorporating the Kawasaki 
logo with numerous graphic elements reflecting the Team Green spirit.

P/N: 177tgm0131 to 177tgm0136
SIZE: xs/s to 2xl/3xl

 

motocross & team green 
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team green t-shirt short sleeves 
Kids
Instant membership of the Kawasaki Team Green family for your kids 
with this 100% cotton black T-shirt. All design elements are screenprinted 
in lime green and white; Team Green logos front and rear plus striking 
vertical racing stripes.

P/N: 177tgm0151 to 177tgm0158
SIZE: 44/56 to 140/164

 

team green t-shirt short  
sleeves ♀
One for the ladies. This black 100% cotton T-shirt is screen-printed with 
a unique design incorporating the Kawasaki logo with numerous graphic 
elements reflecting the Team Green spirit. Cut to fit and flatter the 
feminine form.

P/N: 177tgm0141 to 177tgm0145
SIZE: 2xs/xs to xl/2xl

 

team green protector shorty
The Kawasaki Shorty MX Protector offers a compact and unobtrusive 
method for protecting and supporting the lower back and kidney area 
for MX riders. A stretchable spandex mesh construction provides comfort 
with optimal flexibility. The protector is made from soft antibacterial, 
ventilated fabric with an elastic waist that can be tightened for a precise fit. 

P/N: 240tgm0005 to 240tgm0007   
SIZE: m to xl

 

team green body protector
MX body armour is not doing its job properly if it hampers freedom of 
movement. The Kawasaki MX full body protector is CE approved and 
offers excellent freedom of movement to keep you in control. The back 
protector is secured by a removable belt and has a moulded plastic shell 
for added security.

P/N: 240tgm0011 to 240tgm0017
SIZE: 2xs to 2xl

 

team green shin protector
The lower leg is first in the line of fire from debris thrown up in the heat 
of MX battle. Protect your shins with these Kawasaki MX protectors.  
Their main structure is hypoallergenic ventilated foam with plastic 
reinforcement. A pair of adjustable straps ensure the correct fit.

P/N: 240tgm0009  P/N: 240tgm0022 to 240tgm0023

team green elbow guard 
Protect the vulnerable extremities of your elbows with these hypoallergenic 
ventilated foam guards. Additional plastic part-reinforcement give increased 
protection and they’ll stay in position with the Lycra sock system securing 
them to your arms. The elbow guards also feature prominent Kawasaki 
and Team Green logos.

SIZE: l to xl
 

motocross & team green 
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P/N: 240tgm0003 & 240tgm0004   

team green protector belt
Don’t let MX riding be any tougher than it has to be.The Kawasaki MX 
protector belt offers a vented nylon protection and support structure for 
the lower back and kidney area . A a dual elastic fastening system offers a 
secure and accurate fit. Finished with a rubberised Team Green logo.

SIZE: s & l
 

team green necK protector 
deluxe
Deluxe version of the Kawasaki MX neck protector has a removable and 
washable cover and is secured to the rider by drawstrings. The protector 
itself is made from high-density thermo-formed foam.

P/N: 240tgm0020 & 240tgm0021
SIZE: s & l

 

team green goggles
Keep your eye on the prize with the Kawasaki MX goggles. Foam lined 
frames form a comfortable seal while extensive venting helps keep the 
lens clear. An anti-scratch lens resists vision-inhibiting damage from dirt 
and stones.

P/N: 238tgm0002     

tear off
You can confidently rely on clear vision from gate drop to flag with these 
tear-offs for the Kawasaki MX goggles. These mount to the pins built into 
the lens. Each pack contains 10 individual 4mm tear-offs.

P/N: 239tgm0005  

replaceable lens 
Replacement lenses for the Kawasaki MX goggles are available in a choice 
of clear or smoked. Keep a spare ready and keep racing all weekend.

P/N: 239tgm0007 & 239tgm0008    
COLOR: clear & smoKe

 

P/N: 240tgm0018 & 240tgm0019

team green necK protector
Ride faster knowing you have the very best in MX protective wear from 
Kawasaki. This neck protector is made from high-density thermo-formed 
foam. Exclusive Team Green logo on Velcro-fastened outer.

SIZE: s & l
 P/N: 023tgm0006 & 023tgm0007   

team green cap
Show your allegiances in the MX paddock and trackside with this MX 
Team Green cap. This flex-fit headgear proudly sports a large Team 
Green embroidered logo.

SIZE: s & l
 

motocross & team green 
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P/N: 225spm0018     P/N: 225spm0019  P/N: 004spm0011     

stainless steel sunglasses blacKKawasaKi leg bag
Kawasaki aviator sunglasses with black-finished flexible stainless steel 
frames. Lime-green rubber leg inserts help keep these shades in position. 
Lenses are anti-reflective and UV protective.

Keep your essentials close to hand with this convenient and compact 
waterproof bag. Its one-litre capacity makes it perfect for storing keys, 
cards and cash for easy access when you’re out on your bike.

stainless steel sunglasses silver
Distinguished aviator-style shades with flexible silver stainless steel frames. 
Black rubber leg inserts are a stylish and practical detail. Lenses are anti-
reflective and UV protective.

P/N: 004spm0009     

KawasaKi bacKpacK Kids
Kids love a bag of their own and this children backpack is sure to become 
a firm favourite for children to carry the things they can’t be without. With 
10 litres capacity they’ll have space to spare. Decorated with the popular 
Kawasaki rider character.

P/N: 225spm0016   P/N: 225spm0017   

racing sunglasses lime green
There’s nothing cooler than a great pair of sunglasses unless they’re 
Kawasaki racing sunglasses. These lime-green framed sunglasses have 
anti-reflective, UV-protective lenses and a nylon frame featuring black 
stripes on their slim legs. 

racing sunglasses blacK
Kawasaki racing sunglasses in black. Anti-reflective, UV-protective lenses 
and a nylon frame featuring understated white Kawasaki logos on the 
sunglasses’ slim legs. Can’t choose between these and the green ones? 
Equip yourself with both.

P/N: 004spm0013    

KawasaKi bacKpacK semi-hard
Kawasaki green Ninja version of the hardshell waterproof backpack. Its 
12.5-litre capacity is made up of several internal pockets and a Velcro-secured 
divider. A reflective Ninja logo increases visibility. A Kawasaki Racing Team 
logo also adorns the shell. Broad shoulder straps spread the load.

P/N: 004spm0012    

KawasaKi bacKpacK semi-hard
This protective, semi-hardshell waterproof backpack lets you carry your 
essentials on the bike. It has a 12.5-litre capacity, several internal pockets 
and a Velcro-secured divider. A reflective Kawasaki logo on the shell 
increases visibility. Broad padded shoulder straps spread the load.

BAGS
SUnGLASSES

WATCHES

unique and essential accessories for 
active KawasaKi fans, wherever and 
whenever you go.

bags, sunglasses and watches 
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P/N: 225spm0022   

sunglasses Kids
These cool Kawasaki shades will be a hit with your kids. They bring the 
same quality and UV protection as the adult range. Black lenses and 
frame with lime green side inserts and Kawasaki logos on the legs.

P/N: 186spm0009    

KawasaKi watch
This Kawasaki quartz chronograph has a substantial 42mm diameter 
stainless steel case and a rubber tyre tread strap. Mineral glass.  
Water-resistant to10 ATM. Supplied with two straps.

P/N: 225spm0020  

riding sunglasses
Riding sunglasses supplied with three sets of replaceable lenses. Black 
nylon frames have Kawasaki logos in white on the legs and lime-green 
comfort inserts. CE-approved for motorcycling use.

P/N: 186spm0008   

w800 classic watch
A must-have for the W800 fan or owner, a limited-edition quartz 
chronograph watch. This fabulous, collectible 42mm stainless steel case 
timepiece features a leather strap, has a visible mechanism and is water-
resistant to 10 ATM.

P/N: 186spm0010   

strap replacement green
Make your Kawasaki watch your own with a rubber tyre-tread strap in our 
trademark lime green.

P/N: 225spm0021    

sports sunglasses
Kawasaki Sports sunglasses with interchangeable, anti-glare lenses. Subtle 
white Kawasaki logos on the legs of the black nylon frame.

P/N: 186spm0011      

strap replacement blacK
Watch strap with tyre-tread pattern in black rubber. Will fit any watch in 
the Kawasaki 42mm timepiece range.

P/N: 186spm0007  

Krt carbon watch
It’s Kawasaki time with this 42mm quartz chronograph. Stainless-steel, 
black powdercoated case and carbon-fibre dial. Supplied with a lime-
green and a black rubber strap so you can change to suit your mood. 
Visible mechanism. Water-resistant to 10 ATM.

bags, sunglasses and watches 
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MERCHAnDISE
a great selection of fun and  
useful gifts for KawasaKi fans of 
all ages, especially the Kids. every 
one a KawasaKi classic.

SIZE: universal
P/N: 014spm0011    

KawasaKi beanie Kids
Junior version of the black beanie hat designed to keep Kawasaki heads 
warm. Distinctive decoration provided by a rubber Kawasaki label. 

P/N: 177spm0510 to 177spm0513
SIZE: 56 to 92

 

KawasaKi Jumpsuit
It’ll be a few years before baby gets their first one-piece leathers. For now 
there’s this Fast Baby jumpsuit.

P/N: 015spm0013  

 

P/N: 023spm0021 
SIZE: universal

 

P/N: 176spm0003    

KawasaKi bear
Kawasaki Racing pit crew bear is dressed and ready for junior fantasy 
motorcycling adventures. 

P/N: 176spm0002 

KawasaKi cuddle
Kawasaki character cuddly toy will quickly become a Kawasaki-crazy kid’s 
constant companion.

KawasaKi bib
Kawasaki bib in 100% cotton. Keep even the youngest member of the 
family on brand.

KawasaKi cap Kids
Kawasaki’s youngest fans will be delighted by this black cap featuring the 
Kawasaki character and logo.

P/N: 015spm0010 
SIZE: 250ml

 

KawasaKi baby bottle
Refuel your baby from this Kawasaki feeding bottle. Junior’s pit-stops are safe 
too as the 250ml bottle is 100% free of potentially harmful BPA compounds. 

P/N: 015spm0011  

KawasaKi pacifier set 
Your child will be a picture of contentment with a Kawasaki pacifier. 
Decorated with a riding character and the Kawasaki logo. Supplied in a 
pack of two.

merchandise 
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P/N: 177spm0515 
SIZE: universal

 

P/N: 015spm0012   

KawasaKi towel
Kawasaki Racing Team towel in lime green with logo embroidered in 
black – guarantees a rapid transition from wet to dry conditions.

KawasaKi bathrobe Kids
Soft, cosy white robe made from the softest materials. Bathtime and 
bedtime are fun with this robe featuring the Kawasaki rider character. 

P/N: 186spm0004  P/N: 237spm0070 to 237spm0073
SIZE: 39/40 to 45/46

 

KawasaKi house slippers
Keep it Kawasaki at home with these soft, cosy and comfortable  
lime-green Kawasaki slippers.

KawasaKi wrist sweatbands
Useful lime-green sweatbands for the sporty Kawasaki fan, or useful as 
race-style adornments for your brake and clutch reservoirs.

P/N: 237spm0060 to 237spm0063  
SIZE: 25/26 to 31/32

 

KawasaKi house shoes Kids
Soft and warm children’s house shoes in white with lime-green trim and 
featuring the Kawasaki rider character. Anti-slip soles for extra grip. 

P/N: 014spm0012 
SIZE: universal

 

KawasaKi beanie  
Kawasaki heads stay warm under this black beanie hat. Distinctive 
decoration provided by a rubber Kawasaki label. 

P/N: 124spm0001   

KawasaKi earphones
In-ear headphones let you listen to music on the move on portable  
and mobile devices. High-quality sound. Lime-green with black  
Kawasaki logos.

P/N: 99990190a   

KawasaKi Zippo
Two legendary brands combine in this Kawasaki branded Zippo 
windproof lighter.

P/N: 179spm0003  

P/N: 015spm0018 
SIZE: 480ml

 P/N: 015spm0019
SIZE: 350ml

 

KawasaKi foldable bottle Kids
Junior foldable drinking bottle is a fun and practical accessory that will 
help keep your kids hydrated. 

KawasaKi foldable bottle
Foldable drinking bottle with belt loop for easy attachment to your 
backpack or belt loop.

KawasaKi umbrella
Who cares about the weather when you can take shelter under this black 
Kawasaki umbrella. Decorated with a Kawasaki logo printed in white on  
alternate panels. 

P/N: 179spm0002   

team green umbrella
Kawasaki Team Green umbrella is a surefire performer in the wet. Shelter 
from the storm under your own personal Kawasaki lime-green canopy. 

merchandise 



Always ride responsibly. Respect the law and the environment. 
Always ride within the limits of your skills, your experience, and 
your machine. Wear an approved helmet and protective clothing. 
Never drink and ride. Specifications, prices and/or specifications of 
illustrated equipment may change without prior notice. 
Specifications and illustrated equipment may vary by market. 
Availability while stocks last.        

Copyright © 2014 Kawasaki Motors Europe N.V.  
All rights reserved. Subject to the exceptions provided for by law, 
no part of this publication may be reproduced and/or published in 
print, by photocopying, on microfilm, electronically or in any other 
way without the prior written consent of the copyright holder. 

The Kawasaki Genuine Products logo is a mark of quality.  
It can only be found on products manufactured to our exacting 
standards either by or on behalf of Kawasaki Motors Europe N.V. 

Kawasaki Motors Europe N.V. 
 
Jacobus Spijkerdreef 1-3
2132 PZ Hoofddorp
The Netherlands
 
E99941-2888

for more information, please visit www.kawasaki.eu

Your offficial Kawasaki dealer:


